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ABSTRACT

Providing means to assist the user in finding music is one
of the original motivations underlying the research field
known as Music Information Retrieval (MIR). Therefore,
already the first edition of ISMIR in the year 2000 called
for papers addressing the topic of “User interfaces for mu-
sic IR”. Since then, the way humans interact with technol-
ogy to access and listen to music has substantially changed,
not least driven by the advances of MIR and related re-
search fields such as machine learning and recommender
systems.

In this paper, we reflect on the evolution of MIR-driven
user interfaces for music browsing and discovery over the
past two decades. We argue that three major developments
have transformed and shaped user interfaces during this
period, each connected to a phase of new listening prac-
tices: first, connected to personal music collections, intel-
ligent audio processing and content description algorithms
that facilitate the automatic organization of repositories
and finding music according to sound qualities; second,
connected to collective web platforms, the exploitation of
user-generated metadata pertaining to semantic descrip-
tions; and third, connected to streaming services, the col-
lection of online music interaction traces on a large scale
and their exploitation in recommender systems.

We review and contextualize work from ISMIR and re-
lated venues from all three phases and extrapolate current
developments to outline possible scenarios of music rec-
ommendation and listening interfaces of the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

With a history of five years of ISMIR conferences, in 2004,
Downie [11] attempts to define the research field of Mu-
sic Information Retrieval (MIR) as “a multidisciplinary re-
search endeavor that strives to develop innovative content-
based searching schemes, novel interfaces, and evolving
networked delivery mechanisms in an effort to make the
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world’s vast store of music accessible to all”. Given the
music industry landscape and how people listen to music
15 years later, this definition has not only stood the test of
time, but also proven to be visionary.

With its origins in Information Retrieval research
(cf. [5]), one of the original motivations underlying MIR
was indeed to develop technology and provide means to as-
sist the user in finding music. As the way humans interact
with technology to access and listen to music has substan-
tially changed since then, user interfaces for music discov-
ery remain to be a pivotal element in MIR research. 1

In this paper, we reflect on the evolution of MIR-driven
user interfaces for music browsing and discovery over the
past two decades—from organizing personal music col-
lections to streaming a personalized selection from “the
world’s vast store of music”. Therefore, we connect major
developments that have transformed and shaped MIR re-
search in general and user interfaces in particular to preva-
lent and emerging listening practices at the time. We iden-
tify three main phases that have each laid the foundation
for the next and review work that focuses on the specific
aspects of these phases.

First, we investigate the phase of growing digital per-
sonal music collections and interfaces built upon intelli-
gent audio processing and content description algorithms
in section 2. These algorithms facilitate the automatic or-
ganization of repositories and finding music in personal
collections, as well as commercial repositories according
to sound qualities. Second, in section 3, we investigate the
emergence of collective web platforms and their exploita-
tion for listening interfaces. The extracted user-generated
metadata often pertains to semantic descriptions and com-
plements the content-based methods that facilitated the de-
velopments of the preceding phase. This phase also con-
stitutes an intermediate step towards exploitation of col-
lective listening data, which is the driving force behind the
third, and ongoing phase, which is connected to streaming
services (section 4). Here, the collection of online music
interaction traces on a large scale and their exploitation in
recommender systems are defining elements.

1 So do interfaces for “active listening,” aiming at increasingly engag-
ing the listener through augmented experiences and allowing also musi-
cally untrained listeners to gain deeper insights into aspects of the music
they are consuming [20]. However, in this work we will not emphasize
these interfaces.
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Extrapolating these and other ongoing developments,
we outline possible scenarios of music recommendation
and listening interfaces of the future in section 5.

2. PHASE 1: CONTENT-BASED MUSIC
RETRIEVAL INTERFACES

Based on the technological advancements in encoding and
compression of audio signals (most notably mp3) together
with the establishment of the Internet as mainstream com-
munication medium and distribution channel, and, in rapid
succession, the development of high capacity portable mu-
sic players in the late 1990s, digital music has not only
stirred up the IT industry, but also initiated a profound
change in the way people “use” music.

At the time, the most popular and conventional inter-
faces for such music access display the list of bibliographic
information (metadata) such as titles and artist names.
When the number of musical pieces in a personal music
collection was not large, music interfaces with the title list
and mere text searches based on bibliographic informa-
tion were useful enough to browse the whole collection to
choose pieces to listen to. However, as the accessible col-
lection grows, such simple interfaces become insufficient,
and new research approaches targeting the retrieval, classi-
fication, and organization of music emerge.

“Intelligent” interfaces for music retrieval became a re-
search field of interest with the developments in content-
based music retrieval [6]. A landmark in this regard
was the development of query by humming systems [31]
and search engines indexing sound properties of loudness,
pitch, and timbre [77] that initiated the emancipation of
music search systems from traditional text- and metadata-
based indexing and query interfaces. While interfaces were
still very much targeted at presenting results in sequen-
tial order according to relevance to a query, in the early
2000s, MIR research proposed several alternatives to facil-
itate music discovery.

2.1 Map-based music browsing and discovery

Interfaces that allow content-based searches for music
retrieval are useful when people can formulate good
queries and especially when users are looking for a
particular work, but sometimes it is difficult to come up
with an appropriate query when faced with a huge music
collection and vague search criteria. Interfaces for music
browsing and discovery are therefore proposed to let users
encounter unexpected but interesting musical pieces or
artists. Visualization of a music collection is one way
to provide users with various bird’s-eye views and com-
prehensive interactions. The most popular visualization
is to project musical pieces or artists onto a 2D or 3D
space by using music similarity. 2D visualizations also
lend themselves to being applied on tabletop interfaces
for intuitive access and interaction, e.g. [30]. The trend of
spatially arranging collections for exploration can be seen
throughout the past 20 years and is still unbroken.

Figure 1. Islands of Music (left) and nepTune (right): mu-
sic browsing interfaces that let a user explore a music col-
lection by using a metaphor of “islands” visualizing self-
organized clusters.

One of the earliest interfaces is GenreSpace [69] that vi-
sualizes musical pieces with genre-specific colors in a 3D
space. Coloring of each piece is determined by automatic
genre classification. The layout of pieces is determined by
principal component analysis (PCA), which projects high-
dimensional audio feature vectors into 3D positions. This
idea is frequently used in other more recent interfaces.

Another early interface called Islands of Music [48]
visualizes musical pieces on a 2D space representing an
artificial landscape. It uses a self-organizing map (SOM)
to arrange musical pieces so that similar pieces are located
near each other. As shown on the left side in Figure 1, it
uses a metaphor of “islands” that represent self-organized
clusters of similar pieces. The denser the regions (more
items in the same cluster), the higher the landscape (up to
“mountains” for very dense regions). Sparse regions are
represented by the ocean. This interface provides three dif-
ferent views corresponding to similarities based on three
aspects: (1) timbre analysis, (2) rhythm analysis, and (3)
metadata like artist and genre. A user can smoothly change
focus from one view to another while exploring how the
organization changes. Several extensions of the Islands of
Music idea were proposed in following years. An aligned
SOM is used by Pampalk et al. in [48] to enable a seamless
shift of focus between clusterings created for different mu-
sical aspects, for instance, between a SOM created only on
rhythm features and one created only on timbre features.
The nepTune interface presented by Knees et al. in [36],
as shown on the right side in Figure 1, enables exploration
of music collections by navigating through a three-
dimensional artificial landscape. Variants include a mobile
version [27] and a larger-scale version using a growing
hierarchical self-organizing map (GHSOM) [10] that
automatically structures the map into hierarchically linked
individual SOMs [57]. Neumayer et al. propose a method
to automatically generate playlists by drawing a curve
on the SOM visualization [47]. Lübbers and Jarke [42]
present a browser employing multi-dimensional scaling
(MDS) and SOM to create 3-dimensional landscapes. In
contrast to the Islands of Music metaphor, they use an
inverse height map, meaning that agglomerations of songs
are visualized as valleys, while clusters are separated by
mountains. Their interface further enables the user to adapt
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Figure 2. Musicream: A music playback interface that lets
a user unexpectedly come across various musical pieces
similar to those liked by the user.

the landscape by building or removing mountains, which
triggers an adaptation of the underlying similarity measure.

Another SOM-based browsing interface is Globe of Mu-
sic [40], which maps songs to a sphere instead of a plane
by means of a GeoSOM [78]. Mörchen et al. [46] em-
ploy an emergent SOM and the U-map visualization tech-
nique [70] to color-code similarities between neighboring
clusters. Vembu and Baumann incorporate a dictionary of
musically related terms to describe similar artists [74].

In the Search Inside the Music application [38], Lamere
and Eck use a three-dimensional MDS projection. Their
interface provides different views that arrange images of
album covers according to the output of the MDS, either in
a cloud, a grid, or a spiral. Vad et al. [71] apply t-SNE [72]
to mood- and emotion-related descriptors, which they infer
from low-level acoustic features. The result of the data
projection is visualized on a two-dimensional map, around
which the authors build an interface to support the creation
of playlists by drawing a path and by area selection.

While the above interfaces focus on musical pieces, in-
terfaces focusing on artists have also been investigated.
For example, Artist Map [73] is an interface that enables
users to explore and discover artists. This interface projects
artists onto a 2D space and visualizes them as small dots
with genre-specific, tempo-specific, or year-specific col-
ors. This visualization can also be used to create playlists
by drawing paths and specifying regions.

Other examples use, e.g., metaphors of a “galaxy” or
“cosmos,” or extend visualizations with additional infor-
mation. MusicGalaxy [65], for example, is an exploration
interface that uses a similarity-preserving projection of
musical pieces onto a 2D galaxy space. It takes timbre,
rhythm, dynamics, and lyrics into account in computing
the similarity and uses an adaptive non-linear multi-focus
zoom lens that can simultaneously zoom multiple regions
of interest while most interfaces support only a single re-
gion zooming. As a similar metaphor, “planetarium” has
been used in Songrium, 2 a public web service for interac-
tive visualization and exploration of web-native music on
video sharing services [23]. It uses similarity-preserving

2 https://songrium.jp

Figure 3. “Reinventing the Wheel” (left) and its applica-
tion on an iPod using the dial for browsing the collection
(right).

projection of pieces onto both 2D and 3D galaxy spaces
and provides various functions: analysis and visualization
of derivative works, and interactive chronological visual-
ization and playback of musical pieces. Instrudive [66]
enables users to browse and listen to musical pieces by
focusing on instrumentation detected automatically. It vi-
sualizes each musical piece as a multicolored pie chart in
which different colors denote different instruments. The
ratios of the colors indicate relative duration in which the
corresponding instruments appear in the piece.

2.2 Content-based filtering and sequential play

When a collection of music becomes huge, it is not feasi-
ble to visualize all pieces in the collection. Other types of
interfaces that visualize a part of the music collection in-
stead of the whole have also been proposed. An example is
Musicream [21], a user interface that focuses on inducing
active user interactions to discover and manage music in
a huge collection. The idea behind Musicream is to see if
people can break free from stereotyped thinking that mu-
sic playback interfaces must be based on lists of song ti-
tles and artist names. To satisfy the desire “I want to hear
something,” it allows a user to unexpectedly come across
various pieces similar to ones that the user likes. As shown
on the right side in Figure 2, disk icons representing pieces
flow one after another from top to bottom, and a user can
select a disk and listen to it. By dragging a favorite disk
in the flow, which serves as the query, the user can eas-
ily pick out other pieces similar to the query disk (attach
similar disks) by using content-based similarity. In addi-
tion, to satisfy a desire like “I want to hear something my
way,” Musicream gives a user greater freedom of editing
playlists by generating a playlist of playlists. Since all op-
erations are automatically recorded, the user can also visit
and retrieve a past state as if using a time machine.

The FM4 Soundpark Player makes content-based
suggestions by showing up to five similar tracks in a
graph-like manner [17] and constructing “mixtapes” from
given start and end tracks [15]. VocalFinder [16] enables
content-based retrieval of songs with vocals that have
similar vocal timbre to the query song.

Visualization of a music collection is not always neces-
sary to develop music interfaces. Stewart et al. [64] present
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an interface that uses only sound auralization and haptic
feedback to explore a large music collection in a two or
three-dimensional space.

The article “Reinventing the Wheel” [51] revealed that
a single-dial browsing device can be a useful interface for
musical pieces stored on mobile music players. The whole
collection is ordered in a circular locally-consistent playlist
by using the Traveling Salesman algorithm so that similar
pieces can be arranged adjacently. The user may simply
turn the wheel to access different pieces. This interface
also has the advantage of combining two different similar-
ity measures, one based on timbre analysis and the other
based on community metadata analysis. Figure 3 shows
the conceptual prototype as well as an extended implemen-
tation on an Apple iPod [60], the most popular mobile lis-
tening device at the time.

3. PHASE 2: COLLABORATIVE AND
AUTOMATIC SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION

While content-based analysis allowed for unprecedented
views on music collections based on sound, interfaces built
solely upon the extracted information were not able to “ex-
plain” the music contained or give semantically meaning-
ful support for orientation within the collections. That is,
while they are able to capture qualities of the sound of the
contained music, they largely neglect human concepts of
music organization, such as (sub-)genres or listening pur-
poses, e.g., during activities like workouts. This informa-
tion is however typically found on the web and ranges from
user-generated tags to unstructured bits of expressed opin-
ions (e.g., forum posts or comments in social media) to
more detailed reviews and encyclopedic articles (contain-
ing, e.g., biographies and discography release histories).
In MIR, this type of data is often referred to as commu-
nity metadata or music context data [35]. These online
“collaborative efforts” of describing music are resulting
in a rich vocabulary of semantic labels and have shaped
music retrieval interfaces towards music information sys-
tems. In parallel, platforms like Last.fm 3 (in this context
better: AudioScrobbler), take advantage of users being in-
creasingly always connected to the Internet and tracking
listening events for the sake of identifying listening pat-
terns and making recommendations, leading to the phase
of automatic playlisting and music recommendation (cf.
section 4). In this section, we focus on tags as a main driver
of MIR research and music interfaces.

3.1 Collaborative platforms and music information
systems

With music related information being ubiquitous on the
web, dedicated web platforms that provide background
knowledge on artists emerge, e.g., the AllMusic Guide,
depending on editorial content. Using new technologies,
such music information systems can, however, also be built
by aggregating information extracted from various sources
using text mining methods [59] or by taking advantage of

3 https://last.fm

Figure 4. Last.fm tags of Led Zeppelin
(source: https://musicmachinery.com/tag/lastfm/)

the “wisdom of the crowd” and building collaborative plat-
form like the above mentioned Last.fm.

A central feature of Last.fm is to allow users to tag their
music, ideally resulting in a democratic ground truth of
what could be considered the semantic dimensions of the
corresponding tracks, cf. Figure 4. However, typical prob-
lems arising with this type of information are noisy and
non-trustworthy information as well as data sparsity and
cold start issues mostly due to popularity biases, cf. [37].

MIR research during this phase has therefore dealt ex-
tensively with auto-tagging, i.e., automatically inferring
semantic labels from the audio signal of a music piece (or
related data), to overcome this shortcoming, e.g., [3,12,33,
44, 63, 68, 76].

Alternative approaches to generate semantic labels in-
clude human workforce. TagATune [39] is a game that
pairs players across the Internet who try to determine
whether they are listening to the same song by typing tags.
In return for entertaining users, TagATune has collected
interesting tags for a database of songs. Other examples
of interfaces that were designed to collect useful infor-
mation while engaging with music are MajorMiner [43],
HerdIt [2], and Moodswings [34] (cf. section 4.1).

A more traditional way to obtain musically informed
labels is to have human experts, e.g. trained musicians,
manually label music tracks according to predefined mu-
sical categories. This approach is followed by the Music
Genome Project, 4 and serves as the foundation of Pan-
dora’s automatic radio stations (cf. section 4).

As a consequence of these efforts, during this phase, the
question of how to present and integrate this information
into interfaces was secondary to the question of how to
obtain it, as will become obvious next.

3.2 Visual interfaces

With the trend towards web-based interfaces, visualization
and map based interfaces integrating semantic information
have been proposed.

MusicRainbow [49] is a user interface for discovering
unknown artists, which follows the above idea of a single-
dial browsing device but features informative visualiza-
tion. As shown in Figure 5, artists are mapped on a circular
rainbow where colors represent different styles of music.

4 https://www.pandora.com/about/mgp
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Figure 5. MusicRainbow: An artist discovery interface
that enables a user to actively browse a music collection
by using audio-based similarity and web-based labeling.

Similar artists are automatically mapped near each other by
using the Traveling Salesman algorithm and summarized
with word labels extracted from artist-related web pages.
A user can rotate the rainbow by turning a knob and find
an interesting artist by referring to the word labels.

The nepTune interface shown in Figure 1 also provides a
mode that integrates text-based information extracted from
artist web pages for supporting navigation in the 3D en-
vironment. To this end, labels referring to genres, instru-
ments, origins, and eras serve as landmarks.

Other approaches explore music context data to visual-
ize music over real geographical maps, rather than comput-
ing a clustering based on audio descriptors. For instance,
Govaerts and Duval extract geographical information from
biographies and integrate it into a visualization of radio
station playlists [22]. Hauger and Schedl extract listening
events and location information from microblogs and visu-
alize both on a world map [25].

Lyrics are also important elements of music. By us-
ing semantic topics automatically estimated from lyrics,
new types of visual interfaces for lyrics retrieval can be
achieved. LyricsRadar [55] is a lyrics retrieval interface
that uses latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to analyze top-
ics of lyrics and visualizes the topic ratio for each song
by using the topic radar chart. It then enables a user to
find her favorite lyrics interactively. Lyric Jumper [67] is a
lyrics-based music exploratory web service that enables a
user to choose an artist based on topics of lyrics and find
unfamiliar artists who have similar profile to her favorite
artist. It uses an advanced topic model that incorporates an
artist’s profile of lyrics topics and provides various func-
tions such as topic tendency visualization, artist ranking,
artist recommendation, and lyric phrase recommendation.

4. PHASE 3: RECOMMENDER INTERFACES AND
CONTINUOUS STREAMING

With ubiquitous Internet connection and a development of
computer and entertainment systems to be always online,
personal music collections have lost relevance to many
people, as virtually all music content is available at all
times. In essence, such subscription streaming services
like Spotify, Pandora, Deezer, Amazon Music, or Apple

Music have transformed the music business and music lis-
tening alike.

Central element to these services is the aspect of per-
sonalization, i.e., providing foremost a user-tailored view
onto the available collections of allegedly tens of millions
of songs. Discovery of music is therefore performed by
the system, based on the user profile of past interactions,
rather than by the user herself.

Interfaces for music recommendation can support mu-
sic listening in more personalized ways. Music recom-
mendation typically models personal preferences of users
by using their listening histories or explicit user feed-
back, e.g. [7, 62]. It then generates a set of recom-
mended musical pieces or artists for each user. This rec-
ommendation can be implemented by using collaborative
filtering based on users’ past behaviors and exhibits pat-
terns of music similarity not captured by content-based ap-
proaches [61]. When the playback order of recommended
pieces is important, automatic playlist generation is also
used, e.g. [4, 24, 45].

The main challenges of this type of algorithms are, as
in all other domains of recommender systems, cold start
problems. The approach taken to remedy these are again
to integrate additional information on the music items to
recommend, i.e. facets of content and metadata as applied
in the earlier phases, by building hybrid recommenders on
top of pure collaborative filtering. Additionally, context-
awareness plays an important role, for instance to recom-
mend music for daily activities [75].

An overview over aspects, techniques, and challenges
of music recommender systems can be found in [58].
Therefore, in this section, we do not elaborate on the ba-
sics of music recommender systems but highlight again in-
terfaces that focus on personalization and user-centric as-
pects, as we consider these to be the bridge to future intel-
ligent music listening interfaces.

4.1 Recommender interfaces

Although most related studies have focused on methods
and algorithms of music recommendation and playlist gen-
eration, some studies focus on interfaces.

MusicSun [50] is a user interface for artist recommen-
dation. A user first puts favorite artist names into a “sun”
metaphor, a circle in the center of the screen, and then ob-
tains a ranked list of recommended artists. The sun is visu-
alized with some surrounding “rays” that are labeled with
words to summarize the query artists in the sun. By inter-
actively selecting a ray, the user can look at and listen to
the corresponding recommended artists.

Moodplay [1] is an interactive music recommender sys-
tem that uses a hybrid recommendation algorithm based
on mood metadata and audio content. A user first con-
structs a profile by entering favorite artist names and then
obtains a ranked list of recommended artists. It highlights
those artist positions in a latent mood space visualization,
showing various mood labels. The centroid of profile artist
positions is used to recommend nearby artists. The change
of a user’s preference is interactively modeled by moving
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in this space and its trail is used to recommend artists.
In MoodSwings [34], users try to match each other

while tracing the trajectory of music through a 2D emotion
space. The users’ input provides metadata on the emo-
tional impression of songs as it changes over time.

Recent studies deal with the design of recommender
user interfaces regarding complexity and user control [28]
and the implications of recommender techniques on the
discovery of music in playlist building [32].

4.2 Psychologically-inspired music recommendation

Recently, music recommender research is experiencing a
boost on topics related to psychology-informed recom-
mendation. In particular the psychological concepts of per-
sonality and affect (mood and emotion) are increasingly
integrated into prototypes. The motivation for this is that
while listening to music both personality traits and affec-
tive states have been shown to strongly influence music
preferences [14, 52, 56].

Lu and Tintarev [41] propose a system that re-ranks re-
sults of a collaborative filtering approach according to the
degree of diversity each song contributes to the recom-
mendation list. Since previous studies showed that per-
sonality is most strongly correlated with music key, genre,
and number of artists, the authors implement diversity
through these features and adjust results depending on the
listener’s personality. Fernández-Tobías et al. [13] propose
a personality-aware matrix factorization approach that in-
tegrates a latent user factor describing users’ personality
in terms of the Big Five/OCEAN model (openness, con-
scientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroti-
cism) [29]. Deng et al. [9] propose an emotion-aware rec-
ommender for which they extract music listening informa-
tion and emotions from posts in Sina Weibo, 5 a popular
Chinese microblogging service, adopting a lexicon-based
approach (Chinese dictionaries and emoticons). FocusMu-
sicRecommender [79] recommends and plays back musi-
cal pieces suitable to the user’s current concentration level
estimated from the user’s behavior history.

5. THE NEXT PHASE: THE FUTURE OF
INTELLIGENT MUSIC USER INTERFACES

In terms of interfaces, we observe strong trends towards
context-awareness and personalization, also on the level of
individual user and personality traits that should guide the
recommendation process when other sufficient interaction
data is unavailable. The central challenge behind these
facets is to accurately infer the user’s intent in an action
(listening, skipping, etc.), i.e., to uncover the reasons why
humans indulge in music, from the comparatively limited
signal that is received.

On the other hand, we see the development in the realm
of music generation and variation algorithms, which per-
mit to create content based on large repositories of exam-
ples (cf. recent work by Google Magenta 6 [26, 53, 54])

5 http://weibo.com
6 https://magenta.tensorflow.org

and/or with the help of informed rules and templates, e.g.,
for automatic video soundtrack creation or adaptive music
generation in video games marketed by companies such as
Jukedeck 7 or Melodrive, 8 respectively.

In the long run, we expect the border of these domains
to blur, i.e., there will be no difference in accessing ex-
isting, recorded music and music automatically created by
the system tailored to the listener’s needs. More concretely,
as discussed as one of grand challenges in MIR in [19],
we envision music streaming systems that deliver preferred
content based on the user’s current state and situational
context, automatically change existing music content to fit
the context of the user, e.g., by varying instruments, ar-
rangements, or tempo of the track, 9 and even create new
music based on the given setting.

With the current knowledge of streaming platforms
about a user’s preferences, context sensing devices running
the music apps, and first algorithms to variate and generate
content, the necessary ingredients for such a development
seem to be available already.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We identified three phases of listening culture and dis-
cussed corresponding intelligent interfaces. Interfaces per-
taining to the first phase focus on structuring and visu-
alizing smaller scale music collections, such as personal
collections or early digital sales repositories. In terms of
research prototypes, this phase is most driven by content-
based MIR algorithms. The second phase deals with web-
based interfaces and information systems, with a strong
focus on textual descriptions in the form of collaborative
tags. MIR research during this phase therefore deals with
automatic tagging of music and utilization of tag infor-
mation in interfaces. Finally, the third and current phase
is shaped by lean back experiences driven by automatic
playlist algorithms and personalized recommendation sys-
tems. MIR research is therefore shifting towards exploita-
tion of user interaction data, however always with a fo-
cus on integration of content-based methods, community
metadata, user information, and contextual information of
the user. While the former three strategies are typically
applied to remedy cold start problems, integrating context-
awareness is often an additional source thereof.

The trend of personalizing listening experiences leads
us to belief that, in the not too distant future, music listen-
ing will not only be a matter of delivering the right mu-
sic at the right time, but also of generating and “shaping”
the right music for the situation the user is in. We will
therefore see a confluence of music retrieval and (interac-
tive) music generation – with ample challenges for MIR
research ahead.

7 https://www.jukedeck.com
8 https://melodrive.com
9 One of the earliest approaches to customize or personalize existing

music is “music touch-up” [18], where several examples such as Dru-
mix [80] and AutoMashUpper [8] were developed. Lamere’s Infinite Juke-
box (http://infinitejukebox.playlistmachinery.com)
can also be seen as an example toward this direction.
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